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Partnership Provides Unified Solution for the Protection of Healthcare Organizations’ Information Assets on Azure
Crofton, Maryland – (September 25, 2018) – XentIT today announced its cloud security offering in partnership with Trend Micro and Qualys, the
Healthcare Cloud Security Stack (HCSS) for Microsoft Azure. The solution provides a unified dashboard that combines vulnerability information from
Qualys and the appropriate protection capabilities from Trend Micro. Combining the implementation and management capabilities of XentIT with the
unified dashboard for vulnerability detection and response, this new offering allows healthcare entities to build security into their data-driven healthcare
decision-making applications as they migrate workloads to the cloud.
This cloud security solution ensures all workloads running in Azure are constantly protected without the need to manually correlate vulnerabilities and
protections, and it enables healthcare organizations to support the shared security responsibility model of the cloud.
“XentIT is excited to be a strategic partner of Qualys and Trend Micro on this initiative—helping healthcare entities modernize their IT infrastructure
through unified solutions while maintaining focus on cybersecurity and HIPAA compliance,” said Tariq Alvi, CEO of XentIT. “Healthcare organizations
are making the shift to the cloud to enable better health outcomes, and a critical part of that process is ensuring security and vulnerability
management, which XentIT can deliver via the HCSS.”
HCSS for Azure uses Qualys Vulnerability Management and Cloud Agent to continuously detect vulnerabilities across Azure cloud workloads with Six
Sigma accuracy. Within the XentIT dashboard, the vulnerabilities detected by Qualys are linked to Trend Micro Deep Security protections, allowing
healthcare entities to leverage the dashboard as a unified cloud threat management console. There they can enable specific protections based on the
presence of a vulnerability and the specific data of the asset. The dashboard displays vulnerabilities detected by Qualys and identifies the number and
types of threats blocked by Trend Micro, and it provides intelligence for further investigation and remediation by security analysts and engineers. This
ensures all Azure cloud workloads are properly protected.
“Moving to the cloud has become essential to healthcare organizations in order to remain competitive and provide better services, and securing this
journey is paramount,” said Philippe Courtot, chairman and CEO, Qualys. “We’re thrilled to work with XentIT and Trend Micro on this front.”
“We realize the unique security needs of the healthcare industry, ranging from protecting personally identifiable information and medical devices,” said
Sanjay Mehta, SVP, Business Development & Strategic Alliances, Trend Micro. “We are proud to work with Microsoft and their partner ecosystem to
help organizations secure and migrate their most critical data in the cloud.”
“ HCSS continuous monitoring, fast detection, and efficient remediation of vulnerabilities enables healthcare organizations to effectively secure
workloads on an ongoing basis, empowering them to fully realize the benefits of Azure, accelerate the delivery of better patient care, reduce
healthcare costs, and improve the experience of both patients and healthcare professionals,” said Hector Rodriguez, director, Worldwide Commercial
Health at Microsoft Corp.
The HCSS Stack is available now with two options: a 30-day trial or a 12-month contract. For more information, please visit www.xentit.com/azure, or
contact us at azure@xentit.com.
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Qualys, Inc. is a pioneer and leading provider of cloud-based security and compliance solutions with over 10,300 customers in more than 130
countries, including a majority of each of the Forbes Global 100 and Fortune 100. Qualys helps organizations streamline and consolidate their security
and compliance solutions in a single platform and build security into digital transformation initiatives for greater agility, better business outcomes, and
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